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Abstract

Transfer learning is widely used for training deep neu-
ral networks (DNN) for building a powerful representation.
Even after the pre-trained model is adapted for the target
task, the representation performance of the feature extrac-
tor is retained to some extent. As the performance of the
pre-trained model can be considered the private property of
the owner, it is natural to seek the exclusive right of the gen-
eralized performance of the pre-trained weight. To address
this issue, we suggest a new paradigm of transfer learning
called disposable transfer learning (DTL), which disposes
of only the source task without degrading the performance
of the target task. To achieve knowledge disposal, we pro-
pose a novel loss named Gradient Collision loss (GC loss).
GC loss selectively unlearns the source knowledge by lead-
ing the gradient vectors of mini-batches in different direc-
tions. Whether the model successfully unlearns the source
task is measured by piggyback learning accuracy (PL ac-
curacy). PL accuracy estimates the vulnerability of knowl-
edge leakage by retraining the scrubbed model on a subset
of source data or new downstream data. We demonstrate
that GC loss is an effective approach to the DTL problem
by showing that the model trained with GC loss retains the
performance on the target task with a significantly reduced
PL accuracy.

1. Introduction
Transfer learning [26] (TL) is one of the bedrocks in the

success of deep neural networks (DNNs). The core idea of
TL is to build a strong generic model that can adapt to a
broad range of downstream tasks with much less amount
of data. The scale of data collection for pre-training be-
comes the key objective to build a model with competitive
performance on their target tasks [14]. Nowadays, a lot of
organizations are interested in collecting an internal dataset
to build their own generic model.

For example, JFT-300M [6, 24, 25], a large-scale pri-
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed Disposable Trans-
fer Learning (DTL) framework. DTL extends the existing
Transfer Learning (TL) paradigm with an additional knowl-
edge disposal stage that scrubs off the prior knowledge irrel-
evant to the target task. The goal of DTL is to prevent Pig-
gyback Learning (PL) which maliciously exploits the rep-
resentation performance of a pre-trained model for a piggy-
back task by simply performing an extra fine-tuning step on
top of the published transfer-learned model.

vate dataset exclusively available to Google, is used for pre-
training to reach the state-of-the-art performance of down-
stream target tasks [12, 27] with relatively small target
datasets. IG-3.5B-17k [18], an internal Facebook AI Re-
search dataset, is also used to train a weakly supervised
model. Such datasets and trained models have a high eco-
nomic value in that collecting data and training a model is
time-consuming and costly, and a proficient model is read-
ily adaptable to various commercial services.

However, those private properties are exposed to unau-
thorized customizing when released. Specifically, we de-
note piggyback learning (PL) (Figure 1) as a kind of ex-
tra fine-tuning on other downstream tasks for leveraging the
benefits of the transfer-learned model with much less effort.
As shown in Figure 2, the performance of TL (blue) and
PL (green) on the downstream tasks is comparable, and is
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considerably improved over the model trained from scratch
(red). In other words, it enables anyone to exploit the pre-
text knowledge even when one does not have access to the
pre-trained model by accessing the released transfer-learned
model. PL is profitable to those free riders, so they may
launch a new service or product by just exploiting the pro-
ficient model. It conflicts with the model owner’s interest.

To alleviate this potential risk, we propose a novel TL
paradigm that temporarily utilizes and then disposes of the
source task knowledge after transfer learning, coined Dis-
posable Transfer Learning (DTL). DTL aims to protect the
exclusive license of generic performance on the internal
pre-training data while achieving a powerful downstream
performance.

To address the DTL problem, we propose a novel loss
function that scrubs the source task knowledge, named Gra-
dient Collision loss (GC loss). GC loss guides the model
towards abnormal convergence on the source task by min-
imizing inner-products between sample gradients. GC loss
deals with a non-typical unlearning problem where the scale
of data to be unlearned is much larger and the dataset to be
unlearned and the dataset to be retained are heterogeneous,
whereas existing unlearning literature [2, 3, 7, 8] mainly fo-
cus on forgetting only a small portion of a single kind of
training data.

After DTL, we measure the model’s susceptibility to un-
wanted PL using Piggyback Learning accuracy (PL accu-
racy). We define the PL accuracy of a model as the test ac-
curacy measured by learning an additional piggyback task.
A low PL accuracy indicates that the model successfully un-
learned the source knowledge so that it is resistant to a small
portion of source re-training or fine-tuning on other down-
stream tasks. We will show the importance of PL accuracy
as a measurement of unlearning for validating knowledge
disposal.

We demonstrate that the model scrubbed with GC loss
retains the target performance while effectively prevent-
ing the exploitation of the performance of the pre-trained
model. To the best of our knowledge, DTL with GC loss
is the first work in making transfer learning and unlearning
compatible.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a novel forgetting problem, DTL, in which
we try to dispose of the generalization power of a pre-
trained model while adapting the model only to a spe-
cific target downstream task.

• We propose GC loss, which is a novel loss that
achieves knowledge disposal of the source task. We
also provide an extremely efficient implementation of
GC loss that also allows for distributed training.

• We propose PL accuracy as an evaluation metric that
can estimate the performance of a DTL model.
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Figure 2: Performance comparison between models trained
from scratch, models trained by transfer learning (TL), and
models trained by piggyback learning (PL). The horizontal
axis indicates the datasets used for performance evaluations.
PL model (green) achieves performance comparable to TL
model (blue) and both models perform much better than the
models trained from scratch (red). For both TL and PL,
CIFAR-100 is used as the source task. For PL, CIFAR-10-
1% is additionally used as the target task before the model
is piggybacked.

2. Related Work

2.1. Unlearning in deep learning

Unlearning is a training mechanism to controllably for-
get specific data from the knowledge of a DNN and is
gaining attention in the deep learning community owing
to increased public awareness of digital privacy. The ex-
isting methods come with settings to bypass restrictions of
the non-convex and stochastic nature of DNN, which make
the perfect unlearning almost impossible. [3] combined dis-
tributed training and ensemble training to reduce retraining
time excluding samples to be unlearned. Class-wise un-
learning had been attempted [2], but it only removed a class
from the classifier output, not from the model parameters.
[8] tried to scrub a subset of a class or an entire class with
the assumption that the size of the dataset to be forgotten is
much smaller than the dataset to be retained, and it uses the
mean squared error loss to make the model partially con-
vex to guarantee the perfect forgetting from the model. [9]
approximated the weight difference using Neural Tangent
Kernel theory [13]. [7] approximated the model to a linear
model, with pre-determining a subset of the training dataset
not to be unlearned and using it in pre-training.

2.2. Gradient-based learning methods

The gradient vector of the learned model on specific in-
put data characterizes the relationship between the model
and input. In representation learning, a gradient of the
learned model can be used as a feature for downstream tasks
[19]. In continual learning, [4, 17] take advantage of gra-
dient vectors to reduce catastrophic forgetting of a previ-
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ously learned task. Also, it has been used to select samples
for episodic memory [1]. The algorithm for composing the
episodic memory aims to minimize the cosine similarity of
the gradient for each sample pair in candidate memory, and
the authors have shown that the solution of the minimiza-
tion problem is consequently maximizing the variance of
the gradient of selected samples.

2.3. Readout function

Readout functions [2, 7, 8] are used to test whether a
model has been successfully unlearned. Entropy, retraining
time, or the success rate of membership inference attacks
(MIAs) are usually used for the readout function. Entropy
is used to measure the increase in uncertainty of the model
after unlearning. This is based on the assumption that the
prediction of a model gets less confident as it forgets the
knowledge of interest. Retraining time quantifies the num-
ber of training steps required to restore the previous perfor-
mance. MIA is a kind of attack method to detect whether a
given sample was used in training a model, concerning the
information leakage issue of training data from a trained
model. Black-box MIAs only observe the input-output re-
lationship, and white-box attacks fully exploit the model’s
architecture, weight, and gradient. We report the success
rate of MIA against unlearned models using the strategies
reported and implemented in [10]. Note that we use PL ac-
curacy as the readout function for knowledge disposal.

3. Method
Notations Let D be a dataset for a classification task

with input space X and label space Y . We consider a DNN
model P (y|x; θ) parameterized by θ that takes in an input
x and predicts a categorical probability distribution. We de-
note a training procedure as θout = TRAINA

(
θin,L(θ;D)

)
which represents a model learned from an initialization θin,
an objective function L(θ;D), and a training scheme A. For
example, A can be a stochastic gradient descent optimizer
with decaying learning rate scheduling.

3.1. Disposable transfer learning

Disposable transfer learning (DTL) is a training
paradigm for selective unlearning of the source task upon
completion of transfer learning. As described in Figure 1, it
consists of two stages: the transfer learning (TL) stage and
the knowledge disposal stage of the source data.

DTL is conducted by the owner of a private source data
Ds, so Ds is to be unlearned and accessible during unlearn-
ing. Also, the size of the target dataset Dt is much smaller,
i.e., |Ds| ≫ |Dt|, such that transfer learning is required to
achieve competitive target task performance.

Transfer learning stage The transfer-learned model
θtl is obtained by pre-training and fine-tuning. The model
is initially pre-trained on a source dataset Ds from scratch,

Knowledge
disposal

: Gradient of the cross-entropy loss on a sample of source data

Figure 3: A conceptual diagram of gradients after transfer
learning (left) and knowledge disposal (right). The gradi-
ents from the source data examples are marked as blue ar-
rows. As depicted in Figure 1, θpre, θtl and θdtl correspond
to the pre-trained model, transfer-learned model, and dis-
posable transfer-learned model, respectively.

and the output model θpre is then easily adaptable to
the target task. Then θpre is fine-tuned to get θtl =
TRAINA (θpre,L(θ;Dt)). Due to the small scale of Dt,
fine-tuning has a reasonable training cost and the fine-tuned
weight θtl is not perturbed significantly from θpre.

Knowledge disposal stage Knowledge disposal stage
is the last stage of DTL for building θdtl by disposing
of the source task from the transfer-learned model θtl

with the DTL loss LDTL, which we denote as θdtl =
TRAINA

(
θtl,LDTL(θ;D)

)
.

For a successful disposable transfer learning where good
generalization to the target task is one of the key factors,
θdtl has to retain the performance on the target task of θtl.
Simultaneously, it is essential to dispose of the source per-
formance not to be recovered through PL, as discussed in
Section 3.3. We formulate those factors into the retaining
loss and the unlearning loss by combining them into a sin-
gle objective as Equation (1). Here, λ is a scalar hyperpa-
rameter that controls the level of unlearning.

LDTL(θ) = (1− λ) · Lretain(θ) + λ · Lunlearn(θ) (1)

3.2. Retaining loss and unlearning loss

3.2.1 Retaining by knowledge distillation loss

To effectively retain the transferred knowledge on the down-
stream task, we adopt knowledge distillation loss (KD
loss) [12]. KD loss is for transferring knowledge between
different models by setting the output of the teacher model
to a soft target and minimizing the KL divergence of the
soft target and the output of a student model, as formulated
in Equation (2). In this paper, we choose D = Ds to prevent
a risk of over-fitting due to the small size of Dt.

Lretain(θ) = E
x∼D

[
DKL

(
P (y|x; θtl)||P (y|x; θ)

)]
(2)
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Figure 4: Illustration of distributed computation for GC loss. The computation of GC loss and its gradient can be optimized
by rearranging Equation (9). The rearrangement makes the HVP computation parallelized and enables distributed processing
of the backward pass. The pseudo-code is reported in Algorithm 1.

3.2.2 Unlearning by gradient collision loss

Consider a dataset of training examples D = {(xi, yi)}Ni=1.
The cross-entropy loss of a model θ on an example (xi, yi)
is denoted by ℓ(θ;xi, yi), which is abbreviated to ℓi(θ)
when clear from the context.

In the context of unlearning, a key concept is how the
value of ℓn(θ) changes when the model weights are updated
to reduce ℓm(θ). In gradient descent, the model weight is
optimized to minimize the loss function by updating θ by
∆θ which is ∇ℓ(θ) scaled by the learning rate η:

∆θ = −η∇ℓ(θ;xm, ym) (3)

The change of ℓn(θ) over ∆θ is approximated by its first-
order Taylor expansion,

∆ℓn(θ) = ℓn(θ +∆θ)− ℓn(θ) (4)

≃ ∇ℓn(θ)
⊤
∆θ. (5)

We get the following relationship between a pair of gra-
dients on the loss by combining Equation (3) and Equa-
tion (5).

∆ℓn(θ) ≃ −η∇ℓm(θ)
⊤∇ℓn(θ) (6)

Equation (6) states that the value of ℓn(θ) is affected by
the relationship between ∇ℓm and ∇ℓn. As illustrated in
the left side of Figure 3, the gradients of a pair of exam-
ples point in similar directions, i.e. the inner-product of the
gradients is positive, the model update for reducing ℓm(θ)
also causes a decrease in ℓn(θ). On the other hand, as in
the right side of Figure 3, the update for reducing the loss
on a sample does not imply the other’s learning or can even
hinder the other’s learning. Hence, we claim that the behav-
ior of the model to learn the knowledge can be hindered by
colliding the gradient of the examples of the dataset, which
corresponds to reducing the inner product of the gradient
vectors. Finally, we propose the gradient collision loss (GC
loss).

Definition 3.1 (Gradient Collision loss). The full gradient
collision loss defined for a dataset D of size N is given by,

Lgc(θ,D) =
1(
N
2

) ∑
m̸=n

∇ℓm(θ)⊤∇ℓn(θ). (7)

When the model is unlearned, each gradient vector
changes direction as seen in the Figure 3 and they converge
towards perpendicular angles which results in suppressed
inner-product value. Note that GC loss does not have a zero
minimum. The value is negative when the per-sample gra-
dients point in opposing directions. In this case, a gradient
descent step on one sample leads to a loss increase on an-
other sample.

This ideal form aggregates every pair of possible com-
binations of ℓi, however, the computation quickly becomes
intractable as the size N grows. Therefore, we calculate the
inner products within a stochastically sampled mini-batch
by dividing a mini-batch into c number of chunks and col-
liding the gradients of the chunks. We calculate the unlearn-
ing loss for every chunk pair, which are

(
c
2

)
number of pairs

per mini-batch.

Definition 3.2 (Stochastic Gradient Collision loss). We de-
fine a variant of GC loss for mini-batch training. The
stochastic GC loss is the sum of inner products between
pairs of chunk-averaged gradients. Here, ∇ℓ̄i is the gra-
dient averaged over the i-th chunk in a mini-batch, and c is
the number of chunks per mini-batch.

Lgc(θ,D) =
1(
c
2

) ∑
m̸=n

∇ℓ̄m(θ)⊤∇ℓ̄n(θ) (8)

We compute GC loss on Ds, for disposing of the source
knowledge by guiding the gradient of source data colliding.
We use Equation (8) as our unlearning objective along with
a custom gradient computation for efficient training.

Efficient training of GC loss Training with a naive im-
plementation of GC loss is expensive because it requires
calculating the gradient of each chunk in series, summing
up the inner product of all pairs of the gradient vectors, and
then conducting back-propagation.

For computational efficiency, we re-formulate the deriva-
tive of GC loss to a sum of Hessian-vector products (HVPs),
as in Equation (10).
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for GC loss, PyTorch-like

1 # Inputs: net, input, target, lr
2 ce_loss = cross_entropy(net(input), target)
3 ce_grad = grad(ce_loss, net.parameters())
4 chunk_grad = all_gather(ce_grad.detach()).sum(0)
5 gc_loss = dot_prod(ce_grad, chunk_grad)
6 gc_grad = grad(gc_loss, net.parameters())
7 gc_grad = all_reduce(gc_grad)
8 optimizer_step(net.parameters(), gc_grad, lr)

∇Lgc =
1(
c
2

) ∑
m̸=n

∇
(
∇ℓ̄m

⊤∇ℓ̄n

)
(9)

=
1(
c
2

) c∑
m=1

∇2ℓ̄m
⊤ ∑

m ̸=n

∇ℓ̄n (10)

This reduces repeated computation of intermediate vectors
and parallelizes computing the derivative of each chunk and
each HVP along the chunk axis for distributed processing
across multiple GPUs as depicted in Figure 4.

A detailed description of the algorithm is provided in Al-
gorithm 1. We use DistributedDataParallel [22]
primitives of PyTorch which provide communication for
multiprocessing. First, each process calculates the chunk-
wise gradient of cross-entropy loss (Line 3). The gradients
are aggregated across processes using gather operation to
compute the GC loss (Line 4). detach allows for calcu-
lating the partial derivative of gradient which is required for
computing the HVP. Finally, the GC loss is then partially
back-propagated, and we reduce the values to obtain the
gradient of GC loss as Equation (10) to update the model
parameters.

While a naive combinatorial implementation for GC loss
has O(c2) complexity, our re-formulation greatly reduces
the cost to O(c). Note that this matches the complexity
of typical loss functions. This is because our method only
needs products between individual vectors against an aver-
aged value, not pair-wise products, which enables data par-
allelism for multiprocessing. An extra cost is a backward-
on-backward step for propagating the gradient of GC loss
in Line 6. Fortunately, this only requires a similar compu-
tational cost and memory footprint to a typical backpropa-
gation.

3.2.3 Baseline unlearning methods

As baselines, we consider three additional naive unlearning
losses adopted from [8]. Random target fooling loss up-
dates the model using cross-entropy loss with D̃, a dataset
constructed from D with random target labels. This leads
the model to memorize wrong answers so that the model
unlearns the related knowledge.

Lrand(θ;D) = E
(x,y)∼D̃

[− logP (y|x; θ)] (11)

Uniform target fooling loss guides the model to output
uniform distribution, therefore the model loses the ability to
make any prediction. Here, U(y) is an uniform distribution
over Y .

Lunif (θ;D) = E
x∼D

[DKL (U(y)||P (y|x; θ))] (12)

Negative cross-entropy loss flips the learning signal by
increasing the cross-entropy. The concept is that increasing
loss through gradient ascent steps lets a model be forgotten.

Lneg(θ;D) = E
(x,y)∼D

[logP (y|x; θ)] (13)

We will compare the proposed unlearning loss Lgc

against Lrand, Lunif , and Lneg on Ds in Section 4.

3.3. Evaluation by piggyback learning accuracy

In this section, we establish an evaluation protocol for
DTL performance using piggyback learning accuracy (PL
accuracy). While measuring the source task accuracy may
seem like the most direct approach for evaluating knowl-
edge disposal, we have found that it is less effective measure
due to trivial solutions such as last-layer fooling. Specifi-
cally, if the source task accuracy is used as an unlearning
metric, a trivial solution is to simply collapse the source
classifier since there are separate classifiers for the un-
learned task and the retained task in DTL. Designing a
proper evaluation protocol for DTL is crucial, as the ulti-
mate goal is to prevent the model from learning an unknown
piggyback task after transfer learning is completed. To ad-
dress these challenges, we propose to benchmark DTL us-
ing PL accuracy.

Definition 3.3 (Piggyback learning and piggyback learning
accuracy). We define Piggyback Learning (PL) as adapt-
ing a model θ0 on a piggyback task Dp using a fine-tuning
scheme A.

θpl = TRAINA
(
θ0,L(θ;Dtrain

p )
)

(14)

where Dtrain
p is the train split of Dp. Piggyback learning

accuracy Accpl(θ
0) of a model θ0 is the test accuracy of θpl

on the piggyback task. θ0 is set to either θtl or θdtl in our
main experiments.

We use multiple datasets for measuring PL accuracy.
Unlike a typical test accuracy, which is measured on a cer-
tain dataset, our protocol estimates the performance by fine-
tuning the model obtained from DTL and testing the perfor-
mance on multiple datasets.

The PL accuracy quantifies the susceptibility of a model
to various kinds of possible downstream tasks. In other
words, it measures the model’s transferability as a pre-
trained weight.
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Model
CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-10-1% CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ STL-10-10% TinyImageNet DTL−−−→CIFAR-100-10%

∆Acct

vs TGT ↑
∆Acct

vs TL ↑
∆Accpl vs TL ↓ ∆Acct

vs TGT ↑
∆Acct

vs TL ↑
∆Accpl vs TL ↓ ∆Acct

vs TGT ↑
∆Acct

vs TL ↑
∆Accpl vs TL ↓

C100-10% S10-10% SV-1% C100-10% C10-1% SV-1% TIN-6% S10-10% C10-1%

RAND +33.88 -1.93 -14.16 -3.00 +4.01 +22.89 -0.98 -11.27 -1.91 +6.42 +28.63 -2.20 -9.98 -1.90 -4.68
UNIF +36.29 +0.48 -13.04 -1.17 +7.66 +23.46 -0.41 -12.48 -2.55 +6.40 +29.63 -1.20 -11.17 -3.50 -3.48
NEG +36.05 +0.24 -7.18 -0.09 +9.13 +21.28 -2.59 -10.40 -4.15 +9.65 +28.80 -2.03 -11.98 -2.77 -3.87

GC (Ours) +33.84 -1.97 -24.53 -7.47 -6.10 +21.95 -1.92 -22.99 -10.93 -4.19 +29.19 -1.64 -12.79 -4.88 -7.90

Reference 35.12 70.93 68.10 65.25 61.97 39.58 63.45 68.15 72.12 60.82 25.16 55.99 39.17 67.71 72.08

Table 1: The transition of source, target, and piggyback learning accuracy for each DTL stage in CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-
10-1%, CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ STL-10-10%, and TinyImageNet DTL−−−→ CIFAR-100-10% experiments. The values indicate the
difference between DTL and TL counterparts as percentage points. The proposed GC loss significantly outperforms unlearn-
ing baselines in achieving DTL. This provides control over selectively removing pretext knowledge from the model after
learning the target task. Reference indicates the base accuracy (%) used to obtain the difference. CIFAR-10/100, STL-10,
SVHN, and TinyImageNet are abbreviated as C10/100, S10, SV, and TIN, respectively.

When Dp is substituted with the source dataset Ds, PL
accuracy can be also used to estimate the recoverability of
the scrubbed model. Lower PL accuracy implies a lower
risk of catastrophic leakage of generic performance because
the difficulty of relearning depends on the amount of knowl-
edge remaining in the unlearned model.

4. Experiment
4.1. Experimental setting

We denote a DTL training scheme as Ds
DTL−−−→ Dt

where Ds is the source task and Dt is the target task. We
used CIFAR-10/100, STL-10, SVHN, and TinyImageNet
[5, 15, 16, 21] to construct the benchmarks. Additionally,
we reduced the scale of the target training datasets by sub-
sampling. The training sets are reduced from the origi-
nal size by class-balanced random sampling. Sub-sampled
datasets have their name suffixed by “-γ%”, where γ is the
sampling ratio. Reducing the dataset size sets heavier em-
phasis on transfer learning as TL brings more impact to the
target task performance (Acct). The unlearned models are
evaluated by the target accuracy and PL accuracy (Accpl).
For measuring the PL accuracy, the datasets are subsam-
pled. Columns marked with an up-arrow symbol (↑) indi-
cate that higher is better, while a down-arrow symbol (↓)
indicates the opposite. We used ResNet-18 [11] architec-
ture for all experiments.

4.2. Baseline methods

The most naive baseline is TGT model, which is trained
only with Dt from scratch. In addition, we compared the
effect of the baseline unlearning losses in Section 3.2.3 by
conducting the knowledge disposal stage from the transfer-
learned model (TL). We named each model following the
name of unlearning loss. The model unlearned using the
proposed GC loss (Equation (8)) is marked with GC. We

use random target fooling loss (RAND, Equation (11)), uni-
form target fooling loss (UNIF, Equation (12)), and nega-
tive cross-entropy loss (NEG, Equation (13)). Refer to the
supplementary materials for the hyperparameter λ in Equa-
tion (1) used in our main experiments. For a fair comparison
of unlearning methods, we adjusted λ so that the differently
unlearned models are compared with similar target accu-
racy.

4.3. Piggyback learning accuracy of unlearned
models

Table 1 shows the comparison of four DTL models,
which have similar target accuracy (Acct). Acct is im-
proved significantly in CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-10-1%
experiment than TGT model, with negligible performance
degradation compared to TL model. A similar trend is ob-
served in CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ STL-10-10% case, where Acct
is significantly higher than the TGT model with only a neg-
ligible penalty. Likewise, GC loss is superior to the others
in TinyImageNet DTL−−−→ CIFAR-100 experiment.

The model with lower PL accuracy (Accpl) successfully
disposes of the source knowledge so is less susceptible to
other piggyback tasks. Our experiments show that the pro-
posed method (GC model) is the most effective in prevent-
ing piggyback learning. Notably, when the pre-training
task is CIFAR-100 and the piggyback task is CIFAR-100-
10%, the GC model successfully unlearns the source task
knowledge by a significant gap in PL accuracy with other
baselines. The PL accuracy of the GC model showed a
decrease of 24.53 percentage points compared to the TL
model, whereas the PL accuracy of the best-performing
baseline (RAND) was only 14.16 percentage points lower
than that of the TL model.

In addition, when the SVHN-1% dataset is piggybacked,
only the GC model successfully prevents the full recov-
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Model MIA strategy ↓
Adv. Dist †Grad w †Grad x †WB Avg.

TL 63.63 65.33 65.09 65.29 64.84
RAND 50.23 50.90 50.58 51.49 50.80
UNIF 50.40 51.10 50.64 53.14 51.32
NEG 50.00 51.91 50.74 56.93 52.40
GC 50.11 50.69 50.45 50.52 50.44

Table 2: Membership inference attack (MIA) accuracy on
CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-10 experiment. A lower value
indicates better robustness to MIA, therefore more success
in unlearning. MIA strategies used are [10, 20, 23]. † addi-
tionally involves training an attacker model.

ery of the PL accuracy of the TL model whereas others
surpass the PL accuracy of the TL model. The proposed
GC model significantly outperforms the baselines all while
achieving target task performance comparable with the TL
model across all benchmarks including the TinyImageNet
experiments.

4.4. Robustness to membership inference attacks

We investigated the potential security issue of member-
ship information leakage on the private source data by MIA
strategies, as mentioned in Section 2.3. The success rate
for white-box MIAs is reported in Table 2 to evaluate the
robustness of the DTL models. The result shows that all un-
learned models are significantly more robust to MIAs than
the TL model which has not been unlearned. Among them,
the GC model is the most resistant to MIA attacks, demon-
strating the lowest success rate across most attack strate-
gies. Notably, in the case of WB attack [20] which utilizes
intermediate features for fitting the attack model, the GC
model remains considerably robust while other baselines
are shown more vulnerable. It is because while other base-
lines focus on perturbing the output layer, GC loss directly
perturbs the hidden layer representations through the gradi-
ent vectors, which results in significantly better resilience
against multiple MIA-based privacy attacks.

4.5. Effectiveness of piggyback learning accuracy

We inspected the effectiveness of PL accuracy as an eval-
uation metric of knowledge disposal from two perspectives.
First, our results show that the source accuracy of the DTL
model cannot be used as a representative measure for es-
timating knowledge disposal. As shown in Table 3, the
UNIF model and GC model exhibit similar source accuracy
(Accs), yet their PL accuracy on source data (Accpl) differs

significantly in both CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→CIFAR-10-1% and
CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→STL-10-10% experiments. This is consis-

Model CIFAR-100 DTL−−−−→ CIFAR-10-1% CIFAR-100 DTL−−−−→ STL-10-10%

Accs Acct Accpl Accs Acct Accpl

TL 67.46 70.93 68.10 65.41 63.45 68.15
RAND 1.64 69.00 53.94 2.02 62.47 56.88
UNIF 2.74 71.41 55.06 7.03 63.04 55.67
NEG 0.02 71.17 60.92 0.02 60.86 57.75
GC 2.41 68.96 43.57 3.14 61.53 45.16

Table 3: Comparison of source task accuracy (Accs) and PL
accuracy (Accpl) after DTL. Accs does not serve as a proxy
for estimating the degree of knowledge disposal (Accpl).

tent with our observations that trivial unlearning can occur
by simply choosing to disrupt the classification layer, re-
sulting in degraded performance while the feature extractor
remains intact.

Furthermore, we have observed that PL accuracy stays
an effective metric across an arbitrary size of the piggyback
dataset. In Figure 5, we examined the PL accuracy on the
source data, CIFAR-100 (Figure 5a), and new downstream
data, SVHN (Figure 5b), in CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-10-
1% experiment. We simulated with an arbitrary size of the
piggyback dataset by sampling γ% of the original training
data.

Interestingly, we found that the ranking of the PL ac-
curacy on source data stays consistent across all ranges of
sampling ratio (Figure 5a), which means that the data size
has little effect on the validation of knowledge disposal.
Measuring PL accuracy on another downstream task (Fig-
ure 5b) has a similar effect on measuring the vulnerability
of unlearned models on extra fine-tuning. In both experi-
ments, the TGT model (orange) shows the weakest transfer
for PL since it has not learned Ds. The GC model (blue)
behaves relatively similarly to TGT while the TL model is
much more susceptible to PL. This is because the TL does
not forget the source task knowledge. Note that when the
sampling ratio γ approaches 100%, the PL accuracy met-
rics converge and become less discriminative.

4.6. Sensitivity analysis for λ

In this section, we discuss how the trade-off between
model performance on the target accuracy and PL accuracy
behaves across varying values of λ in Equation (1) and char-
acterizes the models. In Figure 6, we show the PL accu-
racy vs. target accuracy curve by varying λ. In Figure 6a,
we vary the unlearning losses while the KD loss is fixed
as the source knowledge retaining loss. In Figure 6b, the
unlearning loss is fixed to GC loss while we vary the knowl-
edge retaining loss. Both experiments are conducted on the
CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→ CIFAR-10-1% experiment with CIFAR-
100-10% as the piggyback dataset.
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Figure 5: PL accuracy in CIFAR-100 DTL−−−→CIFAR-10-1%
experiment under varying dataset sampling rate γ.

Our results show that the powerful DTL performance of
the combined loss of KD loss on the source data and GC
loss is not a coincidence of a single value of λ, but it works
for different levels of target and PL accuracy. In both ex-
periments, the model which fits the unlearning goal of DTL
is with high target accuracy and low PL accuracy, as it is
plotted on the upper left region. As λ increases, the target
accuracy and PL accuracy decrease as the unlearning loss
becomes dominant. In Figure 6a, it is observed that GC
loss (blue) performs much better on the target task with the
same level of PL accuracy. The GC loss retains target per-
formance with significantly lower PL accuracy compared to
the others which show catastrophically degraded target per-
formance, even at a high PL accuracy.

Meanwhile, retaining the target task knowledge is an-
other important factor in successful knowledge disposal.
In Figure 6b, we compare different knowledge retaining
losses. We compare the adopted KD loss with Ds and the
fine-tuned model for retaining the target knowledge (SRC-
KD) as in Equation (2) against three other knowledge retain-
ing baselines: KD loss with the target dataset (TGT-KD),
training the model jointly with the typical cross-entropy
loss with the target dataset (TGT-CE), cross-entropy loss re-
placed with A-GEM (TGT-A-GEM) [4, 17], which is a con-
strained optimization technique used for continual learning.
See Section C.1 in the supplementary materials for details
on TGT-A-GEM.

We found that KD-based knowledge retaining losses
(SRC-KD, TGT-KD) outperform the non-KD methods. They
show significantly higher target accuracy than other base-
lines with the same level of PL accuracy. This is because
KD not only retains the target knowledge but also transfers
dark knowledge from the TL model. The results provide
justifications for using SRC-KD over TGT-KD in knowledge
retaining. As discussed in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.1,
the amount of the target data is insufficient to represent the
whole target distribution, whereas the larger source data fa-
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Figure 6: Trade-off of target accuracy and PL accuracy
with varying λ ∈ [0, 1]. We experimented with different
knowledge-retaining losses and unlearning losses.

cilitates better knowledge distillation from the TL model.

5. Conclusion

We propose a novel transfer learning scheme, named dis-
posable transfer learning (DTL), which is designed to ad-
dress the risk of piggybacking on a transfer-learned model
when the model is released to the public. Our results high-
light the promising potential of DTL towards preventing
unauthorized exploitation of pre-trained weight for perfor-
mance gain once the target task is adapted through transfer
learning. To selectively dispose of the source knowledge,
we propose a novel unlearning loss, coined gradient colli-
sion loss (GC loss). We have demonstrated that a combi-
nation of KD loss and GC loss successfully achieves DTL.
Further, we propose an evaluation protocol named piggy-
back learning accuracy (PL accuracy) which verifies the
susceptibility against piggyback learning. We have demon-
strated that GC loss unlearns a model to make it less suscep-
tible to malicious piggybacking through low PL accuracy,
emphasizing the effectiveness of our method.

Limitations and Future Works

Our work focused on establishing the DTL paradigm and
its implementation. While our GC loss has shown superior-
ity compared to the basic methods, there remains consider-
able room for improving the unlearning objective. Specifi-
cally, better integration of the knowledge retaining and un-
learning objectives needs to be further explored; in our ap-
proach, we chose to simply optimize the sum of two sepa-
rate objectives. Additionally, our studies were confined to
relatively small-to-medium-scale datasets and model archi-
tecture. We believe that our work provides a foundation for
future research for DTL. We encourage subsequent studies
to design a better-integrated objective and investigate DTL
within larger, more realistic contexts.
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